Top 10 Tips to Exhibiting Success by
Monk Marketing
1. Promote the event to your database and tell your connections that you're
exhibiting. Use social media to follow visitors, spread the word, connect with
other exhibitors, promote your stand and competitions
2. Have a special offer or show discount which is only available to those who
stopped by your stand (it makes those visitors feel even more special). Make
sure your offer is relevant, different and that your offer has an expiry date to
make visitors act quickly. Your offer shouldn't last forever. Promote your offer
and shout about it in your preevent promotion.
3. Run a competition on your stand... make sure your competition is relevant to
your business (don’t just have a bottle of wine as your prize!)
4. Capture data from visitors - have a bowl to collect business cards, have
a clipboard and printed sheets to write notes and collect visitor contact
information
5. Talk to people... simple but effective. Avoid using your mobile phone or
sending emails - people buy from people, so use this opportunity to speak with
as many people as you can at the event
6. Network with other exhibitors - if the exhibition hall quietens down (it
happens at all events) use this time to network with your neighbours and try
and do business with them!
7. Take a break - even though the event is only open for 6 hours, plan to have a
15 minute break to sit down and reply to emails and have something to eat and
drink. Don't eat or drink at your stand as it is very unprofessional.
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8. Make sure your stand represents your brand. First impressions really count
at exhibitions. People will walk away with opinions on your company and you
need to make sure they are positive.
9. Follow up after the event by sending out an email (use the templates we've
provided to help save you time) and adding new connections and visitors to
your social networking sites.
10. Hot leads go cold quickly... make sure you follow up with leads within two
weeks after the show. Every person you spoke to at the event could be your
next customer, so continue to follow up. There is not a limit on the amount of
follow up you should do...
You can contact Monk Marketing at 01273 286133 or
mike@monkmarketing.com
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